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Abstrat. Digital image watermarking tehniques for opyright pro-
tetion have beome inreasingly robust. The best algorithms perform
well against the now standard benhmark tests inluded in the Stirmark
pakage. However the stirmark tests are limited sine in general they
do not properly model the watermarking proess and onsequently are
limited in their potential to removing the best watermarks. Here we pro-
pose a seond generation benhmark for image watermarking whih in-
ludes attaks whih take into aount powerful prior information about
the watermark and the watermarking algorithms. We follow the model
of the Stirmark benhmark and propose the 8 following ategories of
tests: denoising (ML and MAP), wavelet ompression, watermark opy
attak, ative desynhronization, denoising, geometrial attaks, and de-
noising followed by pereptual remodulation. The attaks in this benh-
mark are intended to omplement those in the Stirmark benhmark with
the ultimate goal of providing some standard tools for the omparison
of watermarking algorithms. In addition, we take the important step of
presenting results as a funtion of appliation. This is an important on-
tribution sine it is unlikely that one tehnology will be suitable for all
appliations.

1 Introdution

Digital watermarking has emerged as an appropriate tool for the protetion of
author's rights. It is now well aepted that an e�etive watermarking sheme
must suessfully deal with the triple requirement of impereptibility (visibility)
- robustness - apaity [20℄. Impereptibility requires that the marked data and
the original data should be pereptually undistinguishible. Robustness refers
to the fat that the embedded information should be reliably deodable after
alterations of the marked data. Often the level of robustness is ditated by
the appliation. Capaity requires to the amount of information that is being
embedded in the watermark. In typial appliations we require between 60 and
100 bits. This is neessary so as to uniquely assoiate images with buyers and
sellers.



In addition to these requirements, the issue of algorithm omplexity is also of
importane. In some appliations for example, it is neessary that the algorithms
lend themselves to a hardware implementation. In other appliations suh as
video watermarking, real-time embedding and detetion may be essential. To
further ompliate the issue, the requirement on omplexity may depend on the
protools used to distribute the media.

Given the relatively omplex tradeo�s involved in designing a watermarking
system, the question of how to perform fair omparisons between di�erent algo-
rithms naturally arises. A lak of systemati benhmarking of existing methods
however reates onfusion amongst ontent providers and watermarking teh-
nology suppliers. The benhmarking tool Stirmark [18, 19℄ integrates a number
of image proessing operations or geometrial transformations aimed at remov-
ing watermarks from a stego image. The design of this tool does not take into
aount the statistial properties of the images and watermarks in the design
of attaks. As a result, pirates an design more eÆient attaks that are not
urrently inluded in the benhmarking tools. This ould lead to a tremendous
di�erene between what existing benhmarks test and real world attaks. An-
other problem with the Stirmark benhmarking tool is that it does not take into
aount the fat that di�erent appliations require di�erent levels of robustness.
This is an important issue and is urrently a subjet of investigation within the
Certimark European Projet [2℄.

In [24℄, an important step was taken in designing attaks whih inlude im-
portant priors on the image and the watermarking algorithm. The paper uses
estimation based tehniques to derive the optimal attaks for a given watermark
distribution. Furthermore, a new method based on Watson's metri [25℄ was pro-
posed for determining visual quality of a watermark image. It is the aim of this
paper to further explore suh attaks, and formulate a seond generation benh-
mark whih inludes a omprehensive set of attaks inluding important attaks
whih take into aount embedding strategies used by many urrent algorithms.
This paper falls within the sope of the urrent Certimark European projet
whose entral aim is to provide a proper means for evaluating watermarking
tehnologies. The aim of this benhmark is not to invalidate the benhmark al-
ready proposed by Petitolas, but rather to present a number of attaks whih
have not been onsidered.

In addition to the new attaks, we address the important issue of weighting
attaks as a funtion of appliations. This is an important new diretion for
benhmarking. In the original Stirmark benhmark, sores were reported by
averaging over groups of attaks. We propose to modify this sheme so that the
importane of attaks is weighted aording to appliation.

The paper is strutured as follows. In setion 2 we review and ategorize
existing attaks. In setion 3 we review the seond generation benhmark pro-
posed in [24℄. It is within the sope of this seond generation benhmark that we
will inlude our attaks. In setions 4 to 6 we present new removal attaks, new
geometrial attaks, and new protool attaks respetively. Finally in setion 7
we present our results followed by a onlusion in setion 8.



2 State-of-art Watermarking attaks

We will adopt the attak lassi�ation sheme detailed in our previous paper
[24℄. We review the main points here. The wide lass of existing attaks an be
divided into four main ategories: interferene and removal attaks, geometrial
attaks, ryptographi attaks and protool attaks. Figure 1 summarizes the
di�erent attaks.

Geometrical Attacks Protocol AttacksCryptographic Attacks

Denoising
Lossy compression
Quantization
Remodulation

Global, local warping
Global, local transforms
Jittering

Watermark inversion
Copy attack

Watermarking Attacks

Brute force key search

Collusion

Oracle

Averaging

Interference Attacks

Removal and

Noise Storm

Fig. 1. Classi�ation of watermarking attaks

2.1 Interferene and Removal Attaks

In [24℄, interferene and removal attaks are disussed in detail. The main idea
onsists of assuming that the watermark is additive noise relative to the orig-
inal image. The interferene attaks are those whih further add noise to the
watermarked image. This noise may have any of a number of di�erent statistial
distributions suh as Gaussian or Laplaian. The removal attaks exploit the lin-
ear additive model in order to derive optimal estimators used for denoising and
onsequently removing of the watermark. In other ases both the removal at-
taks and the interferene attaks an be ombined suh as in the denoising with
pereptual remodulation attaks. These attaks are further detailed in setion
4.

2.2 Geometrial attaks

In ontrast to the removal attaks, geometrial attaks intend not to remove
the embedded watermark itself, but to distort it through spatial alterations of
the stego data. The attaks are usually suh that the watermark detetor loses
synhronization with the embedded information. The most well know integrated



software versions of these attaks are Unzign and Stirmark. Unzign [21℄ intro-
dues loal pixel jittering and is very eÆient in attaking spatial domain wa-
termarking shemes. Stirmark [17℄ introdues both global geometrial and loal
distortions. The global distortions are rotation, saling, hange of aspet ratio,
translation and shearing that belong to the lass of general aÆne transforma-
tions. The line/olumn removal and ropping/translation are also integrated in
Stirmark. Most reent watermarking methods survive after these attaks due to
the usage of speial synhronization tehniques. Robustness to the global geo-
metrial distortions rely on the use of either a transform invariant domain [11℄,
or an additional template [12, 3, 13℄, or an Autoorrelation Funtion (ACF) of
the watermark itself [8℄,[24℄.

If robustness to global aÆne transformations is a solved problem, the loal
random alterations integrated in Stirmark still remains an open problem almost
for all tehniques. The so alled random bending attak exploits the fat that the
human visual system is not sensitive against shifts and loal aÆne modi�ations.
Therefore, pixels are loally shifted, saled and rotated without signi�ant visual
distortions.

2.3 Cryptographi attaks

Cryptographi attaks are very similar to the attaks used in ryptography.
There are the brute fore attaks whih aim at �nding seret information through
an exhaustive searh. Sine many watermarking shemes use a seret key it is
very important to use keys with a seure length. Another attak in this ate-
gory is the so alled Orale attak [16, 5℄ whih an be used to reate a non-
watermarked image when a watermark detetor devie is available.

2.4 Protool attaks

The protool attaks aim at attaking the onept of the watermarking applia-
tion. The �rst protool attak was proposed by Craver et al [6℄. They introdue
the framework of invertible watermark and show that for opyright protetion
appliations watermarks need to be non-invertible. The idea of inversion onsists
of the fat that an attaker who has a opy of the stego data an laim that the
data ontains also the attaker's watermark by subtrating his own watermark.
This an reate a situation of ambiguity with respet to the real ownership of the
data. The requirement of non-invertability on the watermarking tehnology im-
plies that it should not be possible to extrat a watermark from non-watermarked
image. As a solution to this problem, the authors propose to make watermarks
signal-dependent by using a one-way funtion.

The opy attak [9℄ also belongs to the group of the protool attaks. The
goal of the attak is not to destroy the watermark or impair its detetion, but
onsists rather in the predition of the watermark from the over image, like in
the ase of the remodulation attak, followed by opying the predited water-
mark on the target data. The estimated watermark is then adapted to the loal



features of the stego data to satisfy its impereptability. The proess of opy-
ing the watermark requires neither algorithmi knowledge of the watermarking
tehnology nor the watermarking key. However, in the published version of this
attak it was assumed that the watermarking algorithm exploits linear additive
tehniques. The derivation of the optimal MAP estimate for multipliative wa-
termarks or generally non-additive tehniques is required to over methods like
SysCop of MediaSe [10℄, Barni [1℄ and Pereira [14, 15℄ that are mostly used in
the transform domains.

Although the above lassi�ation makes it possible to have a lear separa-
tion between the di�erent lasses of attaks, it is neessary to note that very
often a maliious attaker applies not only a single attak at the moment, but
rather a ombination of two or more attaks. Suh a possibility is predited in
the Stirmark benhmark where pratially all geometrial transformations are
aompanied by lossy ompression.

3 Review of Proposed Attaks Inluded in Initial Seond

Generation Benhmark

In [24℄, we proposed a seond generation benhmark whih inludes a variety of
estimation based attaks as well as other attaks whih take into aount priors
about the watermarking embedding strategy. We briey review the proposed
benhmark before addressing the new attaks. While the Stirmark benhmark
heavily weights geometri transformations and ontains non-adaptive attaks,
the benhmark we proposed inludes models of the image and watermark in
order to produe more adapted attaks.

3.1 Review of Benhmark Proposal

The benhmark onsists of six ategories of attaks where for eah attaked image
a 1 is assigned if the watermark is deoded and 0 if not. A detailed disussion
of all attaks is provided in [24℄ and will not be repeated here. The ategories
are the following where we note in parentheses the abbreviations we use later
for reporting results:

1. Denoising (DEN): We perform three types of denoising, Wiener �ltering, soft
thresholding and hard thresholding.

2. Denoising followed by pereptual remodulation (DPR).
3. Hard Thresholding followed by Stirmark random bending (DRB).
4. Copy Attak (CA): We estimate the watermark using Wiener �ltering and

opy it onto another image.
5. Template removal followed by small rotation (TR). Here, DFT peaks are

removed sine these are frequently used for synhronization as in [1, 3, 13℄.
6. Wavelet Compression (WC): In this setion we ompress the image using

bitrates [2,1,0.9,0.8,0.7,0.6,0.5,0.4,0.3,0.2,0.1℄. The �ner sampling at low bi-
trates allows us to better loalize at whih point the algorithms break down.



In some appliations bitrates in the range of 0.1-0.2 are frequently enoun-
tered. We note that this orresponds roughly to a JPEG quality fator of 10%
however the artifats are muh less problemati sine the bloking e�ets do
not our with wavelet ompression.

It is within this basi framework that we wish to add several new attaks to
provide a more omplete evaluation of watermarking algorithms.

4 New Removal Attaks

Having reviewed the attaks ontained in our seond generation benhmark,
we now onsider a number of new attaks whih are ontained in the urrent
implementation. None of the attaks whih we desribe in this setion have
been inluded in the Stirmark benhmarking tool. We present the attaks in
aordane with the lassi�ation sheme presented in �gure 1.

In this setion we present 7 attaks whih all fall into the ategory of removal
attaks. First we onsider 3 new Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation based
attaks, we then onsider a new MAP attak whih inludes more powerful prior
information about the watermark, and �nally we apply the MAP estimators to
the denoising with pereptual remodulation (DPR) attak and also onsider a
seond possible DPR attak. Finally we add the ollusion attak.

Maximum Likelihood Estimation Attaks: Here we onsider three new
attaks whih are based on the assumption that the watermark is additive. That
is, the watermarking proess an be modeled by:

y = x+w (1)

where x is the over image, w is the watermark, y is the stego image. The ML
is then given by

bx = argmaxx2<N fpw (y j x)g : (2)

The Stirmark 3.1 program ontains the loal mean and loal median �lters whih
orrespond to the ase of a Gaussian and Laplaian watermark respetively. The
Laplaian model is partiularly useful in modelling impulsive watermarks. This is
important with respet to watermarks generated by inreasing a pixel to enode
a 1 and dereasing it to enode a 0.

Here we propose to add the loal trimmed mean �lter and the midpoint
�lter. In the theory of robust statistis, the mixture model of the Gaussian
and Laplaian distributions is used. The losed solution in this ase is the loal
trimmed mean �lter that uses order statistis suh as the median �lter but
produes the trimmed version of the mean entered about the median point.
The size of the window used for the mean omputation is determined by the
perentage of the impulse outliers given by parameter � hene the name ��
ontaminated. The midpoint �lter orresponds to the ML estimate for a uniform
distribution of the watermark. In pratie the midpoint �lter onsists of replaing
the middle point in the loal window with max�min

2
.



MAP based attak

We �rst note that the Stirmark program ontains the loal mean �lter whih
orresponds to the optimal estimate of a Gaussian unorrelated watermark. Here
we wish to exploit the knowledge that almost all watermarking shemes use low
pass watermarks. In fat it is now well known that in order for a watermark to be
robust it must have low pass harateristis. Ultimately a ompromise must be
made sine low pass watermarks also tend to be more visible. This ompromise
was �rst disussed by Cox [4℄.

Denoising assuming low pass watermark: In order to improve our
estimate of the watermark in situations where the watermark is low pass, we
hoose a non-stationary Gaussian model for the image x � N (x;Rx) with loal
mean x and ovariane matrix Rx, and a Gaussian model for the watermark noise
with orrelation n � N (0; Rn). Assuming image and noise are onditionally i.i.d.
one obtains the well known Wiener �lter as the solution. We note that in the
ase of watermark removal, the noise ovariane matrix will typially only inlude
orrelation at a distane of at most 3 pixels.

Denoising followed by pereptual remodulation: Voloshynovskiy [23℄
proposed a generalized two stage attak based on denoising/ompression and on
spatial watermark predition using an MAP estimate of the watermark followed
by pereptual remodulation to reate the least favorable noise distribution for the
watermark deoder. Here we propose two improvements on the basi attak in
whih in both ases we add prior knowledge about the watermarking embedding
strategy.

The �rst attak onsists of �rst applying the MAP estimate from the previ-
ous setion whih inludes the assumption of a orrelated watermark and then
applying pereptual remodulation. We reall from [24℄ that pereptual remod-
ulation onsists of ipping the estimated sign and adding it bak to the image
after applying pereptual masking. We also reall that we do not modify all the
pixels, but typially only a ertain perentage (at least 30% in pratie).

The seond attak in this ategory onsists of exploiting the weakness of
orrelated watermarks. Rather than remodulating isolated pixels, we remodulate
loal groups of pixels together. If indeed the watermark was low pass, this attak
should be muh more e�etive sine the remodulation is low pass.

.

5 New Geometrial Attaks

The urrent Stirmark benhmark ontains a wide range of geometrial attaks.
Here we propose the following new attaks: projetive transforms, non-uniform
line removal, and ollage attaks [8℄, as well as an attak on periodial water-
marks.

Projetive Transforms: The geometrial transformations inluded in the
Stirmark program operate in a two dimensional spae. However, modern image
proessing software, suh as Corel Draw or Adobe Photoshop, typially inlude
a variety of three dimensional transformations. Consequently we propose to add



projetive transformations to the benhmark. The image is onsidered to be
in a three dimensional spae. Geometrial transformations inluding rotations,
shearing, sale hanges and other general transformations are applied in 3D.
Finally the image is projeted bak onto a two dimensional spae. This latter
step is typially done via a perspetive or parallel projetion. A omprehensive
review of projetive geometry is given by Faugeras [7℄.

Collage Attaks: In this setion we onsider the ollage attak proposed by
Kutter [8℄. We reate a ollage of several portions of images in whih one portion
ontains a watermark. A suessful watermark detetor should be able to reover
the watermark. In addition we onsider situations where the watermarked image
is rotated and/or saled prior to being inluded in a ollage.

Non-uniform Line Removal: In the Stirmark benhmark, the line removal
attak is inluded however only periodial removal of lines is onsidered. Unfor-
tunately this has the drawbak that the resulting distortion an be approximated
by a resaling. Here we propose to add non-uniform line removal. That is lines
are removed at di�erent intervals both in the horizontal and vertial diretions.
In this ase, the distortion an no longer be modelled as a resaling.

6 Protool Attaks

We inlude in this setion the opy attak proposed by Kutter [9℄. The basi
idea is to estimate the watermark from one image and then adding it to another
image after applying pereptual masking. Wiener �ltering is used to estimate
the watermark.

7 Results

The new benhmarking tool is alled Chekmark and is available from our web-
site http://watermarking.unige.h/. The program is written in Matlab and
alls the Stirmark program version 3.1.79 in order to generate the original attaks
proposed by Petitolas. In addition the pakage ontains an XML desription of
the relationship of a given appliation to a set of attaks. Consequently, rather
than proposing an overall sore, it is easy to generate the results as a funtion
of appliation. The use of XML yields a exible way of adding new attaks and
appliations and weighting the results as a funtion of an appliation. Another
the advantage of XML is that the results an then be easily parsed and easily
onverted from one format to another.

In order to generate the results, we provide sample sripts for several dete-
tors. The proess onsists of alling the detetor and generating an XML �le for
the results of the detetor relative to all attaks. Also inluded in this XML �le
are the quality metris of the resulting watermarked images as ompared to the
originals. In order to generate a �nal version of the results, an XSL style sheet
is used to parse the XML and generate HTML web pages where the results are
organized. Results obtained for various tehnologies as a funtion of appliation
are also displayed at our website. A omplete desription of all parameter setting



is inluded in the Chekmark software pakage and will not be repeated here due
to lak of spae. Our main purpose here is to outline the general approah taken
in lassifying attaks. All results are displayed at the website, and all relevant
�les have been main available.

In the �rst version of the program we have onsidered the following appli-
ations: general opyright protetion and banknote protetion. In the ase of
general opyright protetion all attaks are appliable however it is lear that
not all are equally important. For example it is not that important to be able to
resist quality fator of 10 with respet to JPEG. Suh low quality ompression
degrades the image and in most appliations it is not important. As a preliminary
step in assigning weights, we �rst ategorize ompression levels as low, medium,
and high both for the wavelet and JPEG ompression levels. With respet to
JPEG low quality is between 10-30, medium between 40-60 and high from 70-
100. A similar weighting is made with respet to wavelet ompression. For the
appliation of Copyright protetion, the attaks in the low ompression ategory
are given a weight of only half that of the medium and high ompression rates.

Similarly for geometri attaks we lass�y the geometri hanges as slight,
medium and large. Slight hanges are those whih are more or less invisible.
For example a rotation of 1 degree or a sale hange of 10% would fall into
this ategory. The bulk of the geometri hanges are lassi�ed as medium while
hanges suh as a saling of 200% or 50% are lassi�ed as large. For the opyright
protetion appliation, slight and medium hanges reeive the highest weightings
and ount for twie the weighting of the large hanges whih would typially be
less frequently enountered in most appliations.

In the ase of the denoising attaks, the same ategorization into three groups
is made. Here we observe that larger window sizes produe larger distortions,
and typially more blurring. Consequently the attaks are lassi�ed as a funtion
of distortion as low, medium and high orresponding to window sizes of 3,5, and
7. In order to produe a �nal sore for the appliation, we �rst perform the
weighted averages within eah ategory and then perform the overall average
over the ategories. We do note however that in analyzing results, we should
still look at eah ategory of attaks, sine one number does adequately desribe
the strenghts and weaknesses of a tehnology with respet to an appliation.

The seond appliation onsidered is banknote protetion. The senario for
banknote protetion is desribed in [22℄ where some speialized attaks are de-
sribed. The entral idea is to have a watermark detetor embedded in all de-
vies (ameras, photoopiers and sanner) to prevent people from sanning in a
banknote and opying it. In this ontext only a small subset of attaks are ap-
pliable. All attaks whih are appliable have the same weighting. We onsider
the appliable attaks below:

{ Geometrial attaks: All geometri attaks whih do not substantially modify
the size of the image are appliable. For example a person might rotate the
banknote prior to sanning. We also note that the projetive transformations
are important sine this orresponds to a person displaying the banknote at
an inlination to a amera. Even the random bending attak is important



here sine it an be used to model the distortions assoiated with heaper
web ameras.

{ opy attak: This attak is relevant sine if the watermarked banknote is
suessfully sanned the watermark may be opied to other banknotes.

{ ropping: This is extremely important as desribed in [22℄ sine the attaker
an ut the banknote into piees prior to sanning and then reombine the
digitized image.

{ lowpass �ltering and denoising attaks: These attaks tend to blur the image
and an be used to model the blurring assoiated with a defoused amera
as desribed in [22℄.

At this time only two appliations have been onsidered. The website will be
updated as new appliations and attaks are inluded. Furthermore we welome
submission of XML result �les generated from the Chekmark tool. This will
allow us to generate a entralized repository of results for easy aess whih will
surely help the researh ommunity by failitating the task of determining the
strenghts and weaknesses of algorithms.

8 Conlusion

In this artile we have added a number of new attaks to the ones ontained
in the seond generation benhmark proposed in [24℄. Better understanding of
the mehanisms of possible attaks will lead to the development of more eÆ-
ient and robust watermarking tehniques and as suh our results present an
important step in this diretion. Furthermore as ative partiipants in the ur-
rent Certimark European projet, the main purpose of this paper is to present
a new benhmarking tool whih an be used as an evaluation tool for image wa-
termarking algorithms. We have also addressed the issue of appliation oriented
benhmarking. A myriad of appliations have appeared in watermarking and it
is now lear that all appliations have there own requirements. As a �rst step we
have onsidered the appliations of opyright protetion and banknote protetion
and generated XML �les whih desribe these appliations. Work is urrently
under way to add other appliations as well as new attaks. The use of the XML
interfae greatly failitates this task and is one of the main ontributions of this
work.
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